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*Cover*: **The Riboreactor in action.** The "Riboreactor" is a fully-automated, computer-controlled microfluidic reactor optimized for macromolecular assembly reactions. It assembles multicomponent reactions on the 5-nanoliter scale, where they can be read out by ultra-sensitive fluorescence microscopy. Six modes of chip operations are depicted here as the PDMS chip prepares a RNA-Protein binding reaction in a common-ring architecture (1). Left to right: washing, staging RNA (purple), metering RNA, staging protein (green), metering protein, and mixing to start the reaction (brown). Reagent flow is directed by control lines which alternately prohibit (grey) or permit flow (red). Metering and mixing utilize a peristaltic pump made from three control lines which are actuated in sequence (red & grey stripes). RNA protein kinetics are explored by systematically varying the metering steps to run reactions at different initial concentrations. The entire process is computer controlled for reproducibility -- and for all the sundry benefits of automation. For further information, see the paper by Ridgeway *et al*. in this issue (*Nucelic Acids Res*. 2009, **37**, e142).21. Hansen,C.L., Sommer,M.O.A., and Quake,S.R. (2004) Systematic investigation of protein phase behavior with a microfluidic formulator. *Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA*, **101**, 14431--14436.
